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A NONCONFORMING MULTIGRID METHOD
FOR THE STATIONARY STOKES EQUATIONS

SUSANNE C. BRENNER

Abstract. An optimal-order W-cycle multigrid method for solving the sta-

tionary Stokes equations is developed, using PI nonconforming divergence-free

finite elements.

1. Introduction

Let Q, be a bounded convex polygonal domain in R . The stationary Stokes

equations for an incompressible viscous fluid are given by

-Au + grad/? = f    in Í2,

(1.1) divu = 0   inQ,

u = 0   on 9Q.

Here the viscosity constant is taken to be 1, p is the pressure, u = («,, u2) is

the velocity of the fluid, and f = (/,, f2) denotes the body force. In this paper,

vectors are always represented by boldfaced letters. We assume f e (L2(Q))2.

There exist a unique solution (u, p) e ((//¡(O))2 n (H2(ü))2) x (Hl(Q)/R) of

(1.1) and a positive constant Cn such that

(L2) NI(hW + l¿V(0) - call1l(i.W

(cf. [11,13]).
In this paper we will use the following notation for the Sobolev norms and

seminorms:

Lçr1
and

lvii(//w := I L 2-la vl dx
■\a\<m

lvUm(n»2 := \fQ E \d"y\2dx

1/2

\a\=m

Similar notation is also used for scalar functions.
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1 ")
A weak form of (1.1) is to find a divergence-free u in (H0(Q))   such that

(1.3) a(u,v)+ [ gradp-v= [ f-\dx   Vv g (H¡.(Ci))2,
Ja Ja

where

(1.4) a(\x,y2):= [ Vv, • Vv2dx,
Ja

and Vv,-Vv2 = E/=i Vui,i ' Vu2,i for vi = (vi,i> "1,2) and v2 = (u2,i> ^2,2)

in (Hl(Q))2.

Let V = {v: v g (//¿(fi))2, divv = 0}. If we restrict (1.3) to V, the pressure

term disappears and the problem becomes to find u G V such that

(1.5) fl(u,v)= / f-vdx   Vvg V.
Ja

The velocity u can be characterized as the unique solution of (1.5) (cf. [10]).

In order to apply the Ritz-Galerkin method to equation (1.5), we introduce

a family of triangulations of Q: {9~ }°£=x, where y +1 is obtained by con-

necting the midpoints of the edges of the triangles in ¡T . We will denote

max{diamr: Te9~k} by hk.

The finite element spaces Vk are defined as follows:

Vk := [y\T is linear and divergence-free for all T G ¡T ,

(1.6) v is continuous at the midpoints of interelement boundaries,

k
and v = 0 at the midpoints of y   along dQ}.

Note that Vk is nonconforming because Vk <f_ V .

On Vk + V we define the following positive definite symmetric bilinear form,

(1.7) ^(v,,v2):=  Y,   i Vvx-V\2dx,

and its associated nonconforming energy norm

(1.8) IMIfc:=\A(v,v).

The discretized problem for (1.5) is to find uk G Vk such that

(1.9) «*(■*•*)= [ t-idx   VvgF,.
Ja

It is proved in [10] that there exists a positive constant C such that

(1.10) ||u - ufc||(iw + hk\\u - uk\\k < Ch2k(\a\{H2m2 + \p\Hi(Q)).

Throughout this paper, C (with or without subscripts) denotes a positive

constant independent of the mesh parameter k .
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We will develop an optimal-order multigrid method for (1.9). Let nk be

the dimension of Vk . Our full multigrid algorithm will yield an approximate

solution ùk to (1.9) in cf(nk) steps such that

(1.11) ||ufc - uj(¿w + hk\\uk - nk\\k < Ch2k(\u\{H2m2 + \p\Hi,a)).

For background information on multigrid methods, we refer the reader to [12,

14] and the references therein.

The crucial part in the development of a nonconforming multigrid method

is the correct choice of an intergrid transfer operator Ik_x : Vk_x —► Vk . (Since

Vk_x <£. Vk , natural injection no longer works.) The intergrid transfer operator

we use is defined by averaging and has the following three properties:

(1.12) ¥kk.xy\\k < CMk-i  vvg^,,

(1.13) llí-iv-vll(Lw^cMvllfc-i w^w,

and

(1.14)
lí_1(n¿_1g) - nfcg||(L2(û))2 + hk\\ikk_x(nk_xg) - nkg\\k

< ch2M(H>(a)f   VgG (//2(Q))2n(//0'(fl))2,

where n^ denotes an interpolation operator from V onto Vk (cf. §2). These

three estimates will play an important role in our convergence analysis. Analo-

gous estimates have been used for other nonconforming finite elements (cf. [7,

8]). We also refer the interested reader to other related results in nonconforming

and nonnested multigrid methods in [3, 5, 18].

This paper is organized as follows. We review some facts about the finite

element space Vk in §2. In §3 we define the intergrid transfer operator and

prove the three estimates ( 1.12)—( 1.14). The multigrid algorithm is described

in §4. In §5 we discuss the mesh-dependent norms, which is followed by the

convergence analysis in §6.

2. The divergence-free PI nonconforming finite element space

Let P be a simply connected polygonal domain and !T be a triangulation

of P. Denote max{diamT: Íe7} by h. Let

W := {w G (L (Q)) : w|r is linear and divergence-free for all le/,

w is continuous at the midpoints

of interelement boundaries, and

w = 0 at the midpoints of ¿7" along dP}.

We will describe a basis of W. First we make an observation on the diver-

gence-free condition. Let w be a linear function on a triangle T with midpoints

mx, m2, and m3 on edges ex, e2, and e°3 (cf. Figure 1).
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"i

Figure 1

Then

0

3

O O ¿(wflF!,). 11^1=0,
i=l

where n( denotes the outer normal to edge ei.

Let e be an edge in J7". Denote by <pe the piecewise linear function on P

that takes the value 1 at the midpoint of the edge e and 0 at all other midpoints.

The first kind of basis functions are associated with internal edges. Let we :=

(pete, where e is an internal edge and te is a unit vector tangential to e. Then

it follows from (2.2) that v/e G W.

The second kind of basis functions are associated with internal vertices. Let

p be an internal vertex and let ex, e2, ... , e¡ be the edges in ¿7 that have p

as an endpoint. Let wp := J2¡=\ KP'^ ne > where n^ is a unit vector normal

to ei pointing in the counterclockwise direction (cf. Figure 2). It again follows

from (2.2) that wp G W.

div divv/dx =

(2.2)

w = 0 <=;> / di\

o       w • n ds =
JdT

Figure 2
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The proof of the following lemma can be found in Appendix 3 of [17].

Lemma 1. The set of vector functions {we: e  is an internal edge of ¿T) U

{v/p : p is an internal vertex of .7"} is a basis of W. In particular,

(2.3) dimW = e* + v ,

where e   denotes the number of internal edges and v1 denotes the number of

internal vertices.

We can apply (2.3) to derive an exact formula for the dimension nk of the

finite element space Vk in (1.6). Let ek be the number of internal edges in

¡T . Denote by fk the number of triangles in y . Then e[ and fk satisfy

the difference equations

(2.4) e'k = 2eIk_x + 3fk_x,       fk = 4fk_x.

Equation (2.3) and Euler's formula imply that

(2.5) nk = 2eIk-fk + \.

If we solve (2.4) and substitute the solution into (2.5), we obtain

(2.6) nk = 2k(eIx-¡fx) + 2fx4k-1 + l.

Therefore, asymptotically,

(2.7) nk~2fx4k-\

Henceforth, we will use the following set of vector functions as the standard

basis for Vk :

k k k k
(2.8) {\e : e is an internal edge of ET } U {v : p is an internal vertex of &~ }.

Let Z := {z G (L (Q)) : z\T is linear for all T G .7", z is continuous at the

midpoints of interelement boundaries, and z = 0 at the midpoints of dP} .

The interpolation operator 11: (H2(P))2 n (H{Ü(P))2 -* Z is defined by (cf.

[10])

(2.9) ngGZ   and     Í Ylgds = Í gds   for all edges e e F.

More explicitly, we have

(2.10) Ug(me) = ±- Ígds,
\"\ Je

where me is the midpoint of the edge e.

The following lemma is proved in [10].

Lemma 2. Let ge (H2(P))2 n(H^(P))2. Then

(2.11) f div(Tlg\T)dx= f divgdx   VíeJ,
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and there exists a positive constant C which depends only on the angles of the

triangles in ¿7 such that

1/2

2
< Ch \g\,Hi,P))i.(2.12) ||g - ng||(L2(P))i + hi  £  I« - ngl(//'(r))2

Xrer* J

As a corollary to Lemma 2, II: {g: g g (H2(P))2 n (//¡(P))2 and divg =

0} —► W^. If we apply this result to Q., V , and Vk , there exists a sequence of

interpolation operators Uk: V —> Vk such that

(2.13) Ms - nkg||(iW + hk\\g - Ylkg\\k < Ch2k\g\(H2(Çl))2.

k
3. The intergrid transfer operator Ikx

In [6, 8], we described the construction of an intergrid transfer operator for

the scalar PI nonconforming finite element. The construction here is similar,

except that special care must be taken to preserve the divergence-free condition.

Let v g Vk_x . To define the piecewise linear vector function Ik,v,i\ suffices

to specify its values at the midpoints of 3~ . If m G d£l, then (Ik_xy)(m) = 0.

If m lies in the interior of Q, then there are two cases to consider. For a

midpoint m of y that lies on the common edge of two triangles Tx and T2

of y _1  (e.g., mx, ... , m, in Figure 3), we define

rk
(Ik_xv)(m) := ¿[v|r (m) + v\T(m)].

k-\
If a midpoint m lies in the interior of a triangle T in y (e.g., m1, m%,

and m9 in Figure 3), then the tangential component of (Ik_lv)(m) is the same

as the tangential component of \(m), and the normal component will be deter-

mined by the condition that div(/jt_,v) = 0 on the three outer triangles in the

subdivision of T. In other words, if we denote by ei the edge in Figure 3 that

has mi as its midpoint, then (Ik_x\)(m¡) • n(, / = 7, 8, 9, are determined by

the following equations:

i=6,1,7

A
(3.1) E (W)K) ■ n/N = °>

i=2,3,8

1=4,5,9

rk
Proposition 1. The intergrid transfer operator lkx maps Vk_x  into Vk , i.e.,

(3.2) Í_,T€K    VvGK   ,.
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Figure 3

Proof. It suffices to check the divergence-free condition on ADEF in Figure

3. (By construction, div(/*_,v) = 0 on AADF, ADBE,and AFEC.)
k

Let w = Ik_xv. We want to show that

(3.3) Ew(wi)"nil*il = 0-
i=7

(3.5)

In view of (3.1), equation (3.3) follows from

6

(3.4) EWK) -n/KI = 0.
i=i

Let v = v\AABC . Since divv = 0, we have

Y v(Wj) -nt\e,\ = 0, Y   v(w,)-^1^1 = 0,
1=1,6,7 1=2,3,8

Y v(w(.)-n(|^.| = 0, Y   v(m(.)-^1^1 = 0.
1=4,5,9 1=7,8,9

By subtracting the last equation in (3.5) from the sum of the first three equations,

we have
6

(3.6) £v(m,).n,.|e,| = 0.
í=i

Therefore, it suffices to show that

6 6

(3.7) Y*(mi)'ni\ei\ = JZf(m/),ncKI-
1=1 i=i
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Let v = y\AABP . By the definition of the intergrid transfer operator,

w{m¡) = jffiw,.)+*(»!,.)]
(3.8)

= y{m¡) + ^[v(w() - v(mt)],        i=l,2.

The function g = (v - v) • n, where n = n, = n2, is a linear function along AB

which vanishes at the midpoint D. Therefore,

(3.9) g(mx) + g(m2) = 0.

Combining (3.8) and (3.9), we have

EwK)'nr £♦(»»,)-n,.
i=i i=i

Similarly,

and

i'=3 i=3

6 6

1=5 1=5

It is obvious that /k_i: ^_r —» Vk is a linear operator. The following propo-

sition will be useful in the work estimate of the full multigrid algorithm.

Proposition 2. The matrix representing Ik_x with respect to the standard bases

°f Vk-\ and ^k (cf- (2-8)) is sparse, with the number of nonzero entries per

row bounded by 9.

Proof. First we look at the effect of Ik_x on basis functions in Vk_x that are

associated with internal edges. Let ê = AC be an internal edge of ¿T (cf.

Figure 4) and \ê~   be the basis function in Vk_x associated with ê. Denote

by P the simply connected polygonal domain AFBGCHDE. By definition,
Tk     k-
h-\yê      is supported on P and vanishes at the midpoints of .7"   along dP.

It follows from Lemma 1 and the definition of Ik_{ that Ik_xvk~l is a lin-

ear combination of v^ , where e ranges over all edges of J7" in the domain

AB CD, and \p , 1 < i < 5. In the case that one or more of the edges AB,

BC, CD, or DA are along dQ, the results are similar.

We now examine the effect of Ik_x  on basis functions in  Vk_x  that are

associated with internal vertices. Let p be a vertex in ,7 and v ~ be the

basis function on Vk_x associated with p . We assume that there are, say, five

edges in 3~ ~' that have p as a vertex (cf. Figure 5). Denote by P the simply

connected polygonal domain AGBHCIDJEF . From the definition of Ik_x,

the function Ik_xvp is supported in P and vanishes at the midpoints of &~
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Figure 4

along dP. Therefore, Lemma 1 and the definition of Ik_x imply that Ik_{v„  '

is a linear combination of v , v   , i = 1, ..., 10, and \k, where e ranges

k
over all edges of 5T   in the domain ABCDE. Again, the results are similar if

one or more of the edges AB, BC, CD, DE, or EA are along dd.

The proposition now follows from the two observations above.   D

The rest of this section is devoted to the proofs of (1.12)—(1.14).

We first give more explicit descriptions of || ■ \\L2 and | • l^i for piecewise

linear vector functions on a triangle. Let T be a triangle and v be a piecewise

linear vector function on T. We have the quadrature formula

in 3
(3.10) HI?lw = t5>(w<)|2'

i=i
where the mi are the midpoints of the sides of T for / = 1, 2, 3 (cf. [9, p.

183]). Also, by a standard homogeneity argument, there exist constants C, , C2

which depend only on the angles in T, such that

(3.11) Cxe(v)<\y\2H>{T))2<C2e(Y),

where

(3.12) 6(v) = Wm,) - v(m2)]2 + [v(m2) - v(m3)]2 + [v(m3) - v(mx)]2.

The following two lemmas prepare the way for the proofs of ( 1.12) and (1.13).
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Lemma 3. Let G be the union of two neighboring triangles Tx and T2. Let p,

be the midpoint of JTJï^ and m be the midpoint of P^Pl (cf. Figure 6). Let
Z := {w: w|r is linear for i = 1,2 and w is continuous at p3}. Then there

exists a positive constant C depending only on the angles of Tx and T2 such

that

(3.13) w|r (m) - w| (m <C(|w|(//1(     2 + |w|(//1(     2)

for all w G Z .
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Figure 7

Proof. Given w g Z , let w, = w|r  and w2 = w|r . Let t be a unit vector in

the direction p^. Then we have

|w,(m) - w2(m)| = |w,(m) - w,(p3) + w2(p3) - w2(m)|

< |w1(m)-w,(/73)| + |w2(p3)-w2(w)|

dw,

dt
\mp3\ +

aw.

dt
\mp3\

a].    D

The next lemma is proved similarly.

Lemma 4. Let T be a triangle. Let p3 be the midpoint of p^ and m be the

midpoint of p~^\ (cf. Figure 7). Let Z = {w: w is linear and w = 0 at p3} .

Then there exists a positive constant C depending only on the angles in T such

that

i(//'(r))2-(3.14) |w(m)| < C|w|(//1

Theorem 1. There exists a positive constant C such that for all v e Vk_x,

\\ikk-Ak < C|Mlfe_,

and

II/Í-1V-VII(L2(0))2^C^IIVIU-.'

i.e., (1.12) and (1.13) hold.

Proof. Given v G Vk_x , we can write

£ ¿l(/Lv-v|r)(m,)|2 = S1+S2 + S3,

where Sx, S2, and S3 are defined as follows:
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where m ranges over all the midpoints in ,7"   that belong to an internal edge

in ¿7 ~l and fx, f2 g i7 ~ ' are the two triangles that contain m ;

^2 = Ei(/í-.v-vi?)(w)i2'

where m ranges over all midpoints of ¿7"   along dQ, and f G ¿7    ' is the

triangle that contains m ; and

S3 = 2£K/í-.v-v|?)(m).nJ2,
m

t
where m ranges over all the midpoints in ¿f    that are inside some triangle

f eJ "' and nm is a unit vector normal to the edge containing m.

Lemmas 3 and 4 and the definition of Ik_x imply that Sx + S2 < C\\\\\2k_x.

On the other hand, S3 can be estimated in terms of Sx and S2. Referring back

to Figure 3, let m1 be a typical midpoint in S3 and f = AABC G y _1. Since

v and /fc_tv are both divergence-free on A AD F , (2.2) implies that

((/¡L,v - v|?)(m7) • n7)|7JF| = - ((£_,▼ - T|?)(m6) • n6)\ÄF\

-((Ikk_xy-y\?)(mx)-nx)\ÂD\.

Hence,

\(Ik_xy - T|jO(m7) • n7|2 < C{\Ikk_,y - y\?(m6)\2 + \Ikk_xv - v\?(mx)\2}.

Therefore, 53 < C(SX + S2), and we have

(3.15) E Ei(4-.^-vir)K)r<aviiLi-
rey* ,=1

From (3.11) and (3.15),

.It        ,,2 v^    , ,fe
ti<» E lí-.^'m < c E ®((tiv)lr)

rey* rey*

<C

<c

E 6Hr)+ E ^(í-.^lr-^lr)
Lrey*

2

rey*

v|lL,+ E EKtf-i*-*ir)«f
re5rt (=1

< C||T|li-

This completes the proof of the first inequality.
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From (3.10) and (3.15), we have

lk-V
\i IIlyi--'v   ' vll(í.2(íi))2

Eir*: i2

Tt9-k

■ l"    'i(z/(r)r

3

<ch\ y D(í-i*-*ir)K)r
rey* '='

<CA2||T||2_,.   □

Corollary 1. There exists a positive constant C such that

(3.16) I|J*-itII(lW - CIMI(¿W   WeK*-r

Proo/. From Theorem 1 and a standard inverse estimate (cf. [9, p. 140]), we

have

II 7 II **"*   II 7 II i    II    II
HyA:-lVll(L2(ii))2 - \\lk-\y~yW(Ll(a))1 + IIVII(L2(Í2))2

< ChkMk-l + IMI(¿W ï cHvII(lw-   D

Inequality (1.14) will be proved by a homogeneity argument. We will there-

fore first prove some estimates on reference domains.

Lemma 5. Let G be the union of two neighboring triangles Tx and T2 such that

diamG = 1. Let mi (1 < i < 5) be the midpoints of the edges ei (1 < / < 5)

of Tx and T2 and let m be the midpoint of e = pxmx (cf. Figure 8). Then

V2

Figure 8
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there exists a positive constant C depending only on the angles in Tx and T2

such that

(3.17)

-r / hds + -¡-.—r / nds---.—r / hds
7 \  I 4 \p \  I 4 \p     I■\\ Jes ^ le3l Je, ^ le2l Je2

+TT—r / hi/5-T1—r / hds-7-r /
4K\Je, 4\e<\Je< \e\Je

hds <C\h\
(H2(G))2

for all he(H2(G))2.

Proof. It suffices to prove (3.17) for scalar functions in H (G). Define a linear

functional / on H (G) by

(3.18) l(*l) = r-¡ Í "ds + ̂ jl- í r¡ds-\.—x f nds
kl I Je, ^\e3\Je} 4|é>2|4

+ ti—r / nds- --.—: / nds - r-r / nds.
*\e*\Je< 4|e5|4 \e\Je

Observe that if g G â°x(G) (i.e., g is linear), then 1(g) = n(mx) + \r¡(m3) -

¿n(m2) + \v(fn4) ~ ^(m5) - n(m) = 0.

By the trace theorem (cf. [1, p. 114]), for any g G 3°X(G),

\m\ = \l(ri + g)\<C\\n + g\\H2(G).

Therefore, by the Bramble-Hilbert lemma (cf. [4]),

\lW\<C Jnf(G)\\n + g\\HÏ(G)<C\n\H2(G).   D

The proof of the next lemma is similar.

Lemma 6. Let G be a triangle such that diam G = 1. Let m¡ ( 1 < /' < 3) be

the midpoints of edges e¡ (1 < i < 3) of G and e = m2m3. Then there exists

a positive constant C depending only on the angles in G such that

(3.19)
--.—r / hds + xi—r /  hds - r-r     hds
2 |e,| J. 2 \e,\ J. \e\ Je

<C\h\
(H¿(G))¿

Vh G (H2(G))2.

Finally, we are ready to prove inequality (1.14).

Theorem 2. There exists a positive constant C such that

|/*_,(nk_,g) - n.gn, < chk\%\,Himi

and

í_,(nfc_,g)-nfcg||(Ll(0))2<CAi;ig|(JI2{0))i vgG(//Wn(//0W-
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Proof. From (3.11),

\\iL¿nk_xg)-nkgtk= Y lí-i^-irt-iWjfW

<cY e((í_,(nfc_,g)-ntg)|r)
rey*

<c Y ÍX-i(n*-i«)-n*8lW
j-€^* 1=1

where the m- are the midpoints of T.

We can write

E El/i-i(n,_1g)-nfcg|2(m;) = s1+52 + 53,

where Sx, S2, and 53 are defined as follows:

Sx=Y^m)\Ik_x(Uk_xg)-Ukg\2(m),
m

where m ranges over all the midpoints in ET that belong to an edge in .7" ~ ,

a(m) =1 if me dQ, otherwise a(m) = 2 ;

^ = 2Et(i-i(n,_1g)-n,g)(m).tj2,
m

where m ranges over all the midpoints in ¡T that are inside some triangle

in ¿7 and tm is a unit vector tangential to the edge that contains m as its

midpoint; and

s, = 2Ei(i,(rV,g) -n,g)(m) -nj2,
m

where m ranges over all the midpoints in ,7" that are inside some triangle in

y ~   and nm is a unit vector normal to the edge containing m .

The definition of Ik_x , Lemma 5, and a homogeneity argument imply that
2        2 ? ?

Sx < Chk\g\,H2.a),2. Similarly, S2 < CA^IgL^,^^ follows from the definition

of Ik_x , Lemma 6, and a homogeneity argument. On the other hand, S3 <

CSX by the divergence-free condition. Therefore, we have established the first

inequality.

The second inequality follows from the observation that (3.10) implies

n£i(n*-,i)-iWUw<cAi E Ei7ti(n*g)-n*si2K)
rey* ,=1

<Ch2k(Sx+S2 + S3).   a
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4. The multigrid algorithm

Given \ eVk,we can write v = £ a¡ye + E °jyp > wnere the ei ranges over

all internal edges of ET   and Pj ranges over all internal vertices of ET    (cf.

(2.8)). The inner product (•,*)* on Vk is defined by

H-1) (yl>y2)k:=ht¿2ai,ia2,i + hl¿2blJb2,j>

where v, =X)û,j/v*+E*i,;vp. and y2 = £a2,,v*+ £è2,yV belong to Vk .

Using the quadrature formula (3.10), it is easy to see that

(4.2) (v,v)(L2(n„2<C/*r2(v,v),    VvGK.(í/(íí)r  - ^  lk    *•'>  Vyt       " =  '*•

k      •  vk        'k-\The fine-to-coarse intergrid transfer operator /,   ' : Vk —» Vk _. is defined by

(4.3) (^.»»rf'-ÍV,   *6Fà.pw6Kt.
The symmetric positive definite operator Ak: Vk -* Vk is defined by

(4.4) (^v, w^ = a^ (v, w)   Vv, w G Vk ,

where ak(-, ■) is defined in (1.7).

Remark 1. With respect to the standard basis, Ak is represented by a sparse

matrix. The number of nonzero entries per row is bounded by max(6, N),

where A^ represents the maximum number of edges in ET that have a common

vertex inside Q.

By a standard inverse estimate (cf. [9, p. 140]),

(4.5) a,(v,v)<CÄ;2(v,v)(L2(i2))2   WeKfc.

Then (4.2) and (4.5) imply that the largest eigenvalue of Ak is bounded by

(4.6) A, := Chk\

The W-cyc\e multigrid algorithm can now be described. We first describe

the /cth-level iteration scheme. The full multigrid algorithm consists of a nested

iteration of these schemes.

The /cth-level iteration. The /cth-level iteration with initial guess z0 yields

MG(k, z0, g) as an approximate solution to the equation

Akz = g.

For k = 1, MG( 1, z0, g) is the solution obtained from a direct method. In

other words,

MG(\,z0,g) = A~[g.

For k > 1, there are two steps:

Smoothing step. Let z¡ G Vk (1 < / < m) be defined recursively by the equa-

tions

(4.7) zl = z¡_x + -r-(g-Akz¡_x),        \<l<m,
Ixk

where m is a positive integer independent of k .
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k— 1
Correction step. Let g := Ik (g - Akzm). Let q( G Vk_x (0 < i < p , p = 2 or

3) be defined recursively by

and

q, = A/G(*-l, «,_,,»,        1<    <P.

Then MG(k, z0, g) is defined to be zm + /fe_,q_.

The full multigrid algorithm. In the case k = 1, the approximate solution u,

of (1.9) is obtained by a direct method. The approximate solutions ùk (k > 2)

of (1.9) are obtained recursively from

uJ = /¡LA-i>
uk = MG(k,uk_x,ik),        \<l<r,

(fk,y)k:= f hdxVyeVk,
Ja

and

k
u, = uk r

where r is a positive integer independent of k .

Remark 2. By Proposition 2 and Remark 1, relative to the standard basis of
k k—\

Vk , the operators Ik_x, Ik , and Ak are represented by matrices with cf(nk)

nonzero entries. Along with the asymptotic formula (2.7) and the fact that the

number of corrections p is less than four in the /cth-level iteration, the total

work of the full multigrid algorithm is therefore cf(nk). The proof is the same

as the one in [2].

5. Mesh-dependent norms

The mesh-dependent norm 111 • 111s k on Vk is defined by

(5.1) \\\y\\\s,k-(¿Sk/2y,y)k-

Therefore,

HMIIo.* = \AV> v)*   and   IIMH2,* = \/(V' y)k = \/ak(y> v) = Ht-

From definition (5.1), it is easy to deduce the following inequality:

(5.2) \ak(v, w)| < IIMH2+fiit|||w|||2_iJt.

The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of the following propo-

sition, which is needed for the proof of the approximation property in §6.
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Proposition3. We have \\\v\\\x k < C||v||(L2(íi))2.

The proof of this proposition is based on the relationship between the diver-

gence-free PI nonconforming space and the Morley finite element space (cf.

[15]). Let Mk be the Morley finite element space associated with ¿7 . Then

$ G Mk if and only if it has the following three properties:

(i)   <f)\T is quadratic for all leJ  ,

(ii)   </> is continuous at the vertices and vanishes at the vertices along dû.,

and

(iii)   dcß/dn is continuous at the midpoints of interelement boundaries and

vanishes at the midpoints along a £2.

The Morley finite element space can be used to construct a nonconforming

multigrid method for the biharmonic equation (cf. [7, 16]), which is closely

related to the stationary Stokes equations (cf. [9, p. 280]). We can define two

mesh-dependent inner products on Mk .

For <p and y/ in Mk,

(5.3) bk(4>,ys):= Y  [ D2<f>: D2y/dx,
_, _ -ri, J r
T&lT*

where

and

***"-T.Ûd2cp     aV

(5.4) (<l>,V)k:=h2k

,dx,   dxßX;
i,i      '    i       '    J

¿Zmw(p) + h2kYd^(m)d^(m)
m

a«v   'dn

where p ranges over all internal vertices and m ranges over all internal mid-

points of ¿7"  .

Let Bk : Mk —> Mk be a symmetric positive definite operator defined by

(5.5) (Bkcj),¥)k:=bk(cp,y/).

We can define the mesh-dependent norms |||| • lllb k on Mk by

(5-6) IIIMIH2,*:= (Bs'2<p,<p)k.

Given <f> e Mk , we denote by cp   the continuous piecewise linear function

that has the same value as <f> at the vertices of ¿7^  . The following lemma is

proved in Proposition 8.1 of [16].

Lemma 7. For any <p G Mk , we have

(5-7) IIIHIIlL^Cd/l^^ + ̂ IIIHH^,).
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There is an isomorphism between Mk and Vk given by the operator curl,

where

More explicitly, if curl <p is represented in terms of the standard basis of Vk ,

say curl0 = £a,-v* + E^y ' then

(5-9) at = ±^(m,)

and

(5.10) bj = <p(pj),

where m( is the midpoint of edge ei and the sign in (5.9) depends on the choice

of te  and ne .

It'follows from (4.1), (5.4), (5.9), and (5.10) that

(5.11) ((p, y/)k = (cur\<j),cmly/)k.

An easy computation also shows that

(5.12) a¿(curl0, curl (¿O = bk(<j>, y/).

It therefore follows from (5.11), (5.12), and the definition of the mesh-depen-

dent norms that

(5.13) |||curl0|||Jik = IIII0IHU.

Let curl</> = v = Y^aiye + E^,vn • The quadrature formula (3.10), (5.10),

the definition of v , and a straightforward computation show that there exist

positive constants C, , C2, C}, and C4 such that

(5.14) C, YW(P) - <t>iP)f < \<t>'\2H<(a) $ c2 E^) - ^P'rf

and

(5.15) C.YWP) -<P(P')? < \\¿2bjV ' w * C4£>(p) -0(/)f,
J    \L  [il)}

where p and p   range over any two vertices of any triangle in ET  .

Proof of Proposition 3. Given v = J2a¡ye + Hb¡yp > there exists a unique <p G

Mk such that v = cmltp. In view of (5.13), (5.14), and (5.15), the inequality

(5.7) is translated into

(5-16) IIMII,.*<c (¡j; V#J|(LW+ **!».*)■

From the inverse estimate (4.5),

(5.17) MMII2,* < CH(z.W   WeF*-
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From the definitions of v  , v   , and the polarized form of the quadrature
e¡ Pj

formula (3.10), we have (Ea,ve > E^,vp )(L2(ni)2 = 0- Therefore,

(5.18) |5>,i•'Y 2   <   IM|,r2,„„2.       D
V(a))¿

6. Convergence analysis

We will first discuss the convergence of the /cth-level iteration and then the

convergence of the full multigrid algorithm. Following [2], we will use a pertur-

bation argument for the convergence proof of the /cth-level iteration. In other

words, we begin with a two-grid analysis.

Define the operator Pk~ : Vk -» Vk_x by

(6.1) ak(y,lixyy) = ak_x(Pk-\,W)   We Vk, we Vk_v

k— 1 k
In other words, Pk is the adjoint operator of Ik_x relative to the inner prod-

ucts that define the energy norms on Vk and Vk_x . Therefore, the following

lemma is a direct consequence of (1.12).

Lemma 8. There exists a positive constant C such that

(6.2) ll^'Vi < CM*   We^.

In the two-grid algorithm, we assume that the residual equation is solved ex-

actly on the coarser grid. The final output of the /cth-level iteration is therefore

m + Ik-\{zm + /L,q, where

* = Ak__xg = Ak!_x(Ikk   \g-Akzm)) = A¿x(Ik  lAk(z-zJ).

We denote the final error z - (zm + /fc_,q) of the two-grid algorithm by e and

the intermediate errors z — z. by eJ., for i = 0, \, ... , m

Lemma 9. We have q = P

Proof. Given any w G Vk_

ak_x(q, w) = (Ak_xq, w)fc_, = (/*  '^.w^., = (Akem, /*_,w)fc

= ak^m . 7í-iw) = flfc-itfí"1«*. *)■   D

From the smoothing step (4.7), we obtain

(6.3) e, =Rke,_i,        I =\,2, ... ,m,

where the relaxation operator Rk is defined by

(6.4) Rk = I- -Ak.
k
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Since Ak dominates the largest eigenvalues of Ak , it is obvious that W-R^H^ k

< IIMIL k f°r aH v e Vk • Lemma 9 and (6.3) imply that

(65) e = em-Ik-lil = em-Ik-lPk~lem

= (/ - 'LO«*, = v - ikk-A~{)K*o-
k        k — \

The two-gnd analysis will be complete once we estimate / - Ik_xPk      (the

approximation property) and R™ (the smoothing property).

Lemma 10 (Smoothing property). There exists a positive constant C such that

(6.6)        \\\Rky\\\ßtk<Chk~\4m+l)~l/4\\\v\\\ß_XJ(   VveVkandßeR.

Proof. Let A, < X2 < ■ ■ ■ < kn   be the eigenvalues of Ak and v,, v2, ... , vn

be the corresponding eigenvectors such that (t(., t)a = 6^ . Recall that Xn  <

Ak < Chk4 (cf. (4.6)). Let v = E"=i <*,*,. Then

"*       /       i  \m

,=i v*.

From the definition of the mesh-dependent norms (5.1), we have

"k / o    x 2m

\\\K<,k = Y.«i(^t)  *i
i=i   v

,l/2r^    2,(
= Ak EQ«Ai

i=i

2m   /  i    x 1/2*iV7*i
a, y  va,

«
2m    1/2.^    2,(/î-l)/2

< CÄ,     sup [(1-Jf)    x    ]>   a.A)
o<x<i ~f

<CV2(4m+l)-1/2|||v|||J_1Jt.    D

Lemma 11 (Approximation property I). There exists a positive constant C such

that

(6.7) lll(/-/LO*llli,*^/y|T|||2Jt   VvgF,.
/Voo/. By Proposition 3, it suffices to show that

(6.8) ll(/-'L^_HiW * CA*IIMII2,*   Vvg Kt.

The proof of (6.8) is based on a duality argument. Given v G 1^., let v =

(I-Ik_xPk~l)y and let (r, p) G ((//¿(Í2))2n(//2(Q))2) x (//'(Q)/K) solve the

continuous problem

-Ar -(- grad/3 = v    in Q,

(6.9) divr = 0   in £2,

r = o on an.
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Elliptic regularity (cf. (1.2)) implies that

(6.10) llrll(//2(0))2 + \p\h\q) - CHi'll(L2(ii))2-

Let rk G Vk and rk_x G Vk_x solve

ak(*.

(6.11)
k^k

ak-Á*k-\\'k-l

,W)=/ Ja

,w)=/

v • w ¿six   VweK,

V'Wi/i   Vw G K.fc-i

respectively. The discretization error estimate (1.10), elliptic regularity estimate

(6.10), and the fact that hk_x = 2hk imply that

(6.12)
lr_r*lljt ̂ CAfcHvll(¿2(n»2-

lk-i\\k-i - ^"^'"(¿W

Denote Pk   'v by z. (Therefore, v = \ - Ik_xz.) We have

(6.13)

ÎlW=     (*'V(íir  E   /vr-V(v-z)^i

+  Y       Vr • V(v - z) í/x.

Since z G Vk_x , by using the definitions of rk , rk_x, ak(-, ■), and ak_x(-, •),

we can rewrite the first term on the right-hand side of (6.13) as follows:

(6.14)

(v> *)(Z.W -  E   / Vr-V(v-z)¿x
T€^k

= (v,v-/í_,z)(L2(n))2-  Y jVr-Vvdx
Tr- ark

Ç1'
T&9~k

Vr-Vzdx

T€^K

ak(tk , v) - (v, Ik_xz)   2 a 2 -ak(r,y) + ak_x(r, z)'(L'm

= ak(rk-r,y)-(y, i)(L2(Q))j + (v, z - /^_,z)(jL2(Q))2 + ak_x(r, z)

= ak(xk - r, v) + ak_x(x - rk_x, z) + (v, z- í_iz)(¿2(0))2-

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (6.12), the definition of z, Lemma 8,

and (1.13), we have

^'vV(n))2 Y / Vr.V,\ -z)dx

(6.15)

rey"'

i*IMI*<llr.-rllJWL + llr-rt_I||4_I||i{-IT||it_1
II - II II rft m

_i_v      t       ■>   7_ /       y\\
^ \r»iL2(a))-»í    'k-x'-WiLI(L-(Í2))

^cM*H(lwIIvII*-
(L2(a))2
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By using the definitions of ak(-, •), ak_x(-, •), z, and Pk_x, the remaining

term on the right-hand side of (6.13) can be rewritten as follows:

Y       Vr-V(\-z)dx = ak(r,\)-ak_x(r,z)

re^

(6.16)
= ak(T - nkr» v) + ak(UkT - 7*-in,fc-ir> y)

+ ak(Ikk_xY\k_xr,v)-ak„x(r,z)

= ak(x- Ylkr, v) + ak(l\kr - Ik_xUk_xr, v)

jfc-i
+ ak_x(Ylk_xr-T,Pk    v).

The interpolation error estimate (2.13), (1.14), (6.2), and (6.10) imply that

(6.17)
Y   [ Vr-V(v-z)í/x

re^k

^CA*lrl(ffWllyll*

^cM%wlMI¿-
Inequality (6.8) now follows from (6.13), (6.15), and (6.17).   D

Corollary 2 (Approximation property II). There exists a positive constant C

such that

(6.18) lll(/-/LOv|||2!,<CM|v|||3j,   VvgF,.
Proof. From (6.1), (5.2), and Lemma 11, we have

[j-ikk-A~{)y\ \2 k =      SUP
wen\{0}

M(/-í-,^_1)v,w)|

w

sup
*>evk\{0}

2,k

k-l^k|fl/t(T,(/-/Í_,/í-1)w)|

W 12,*

l3,fcl
<    sup

y»evk\{0}

<CAJ||T|||3it.   G

(I - Ik_xPk-^\
ii.fe

w \2,k

Corollary 3. There exists a positive constant C such that

i^'viii.^qHi,,, Wei/.(6.19)

Proof. By Proposition 3, (6.7), (1.13), and (6.2), we have

lll^"1v|ll,,,<lll^"1v-/t,^"1v|ll1,,

+ ll|/í_lJPÍ"1v-v|||1,, + |||v|||lj,

^«^"'▼-í-i^'V^ + ̂ Ht + IIMII,.*
<Chk\\Pkk-\\\k_x+Chknk + \\\v\\\xk

<CAk|M|k + ||Mi|Itt.
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On the other hand, from the definition of ||| • H^ k and the fact that the

spectral radius of Ak is bounded by Chk (cf. (4.6)), we have AJM|fc <

CHMIIi.t for all veVk.   D

Theorem 3 (Convergence of the two-grid algorithm). There exists a positive con-

stant C such that

(6.20) ||e||, < Cm-l/4\\e0\\k

and

(6.21) IMIílW ^ Cw_1/4Heoll(L2(í2))2-

Therefore, the two-grid algorithm is a contraction if m is large enough.

Proof. By (6.5), (6.18), and (6.6) with ß = 3, we have

\\*\\k = \W-ikk-irkk~ï)R'kn'oh

<Chk\\\R^0\\\^k<Cm-i/4\\eo\\k.

By (6.5), (6.8), and (6.6) with ß = 2, we have

(6.22) ||e||(xW = II(/-/L,^V;>oII(lW

<Chk\\\Rke0\\\2k<Cm      |||e0|||M.

Inequality (6.21) now follows from (6.22) by Proposition 3.   D

Theorem 4 (Convergence of the /cth-level iteration). There exists a positive con-

stant C such that when the kth-level iteration is applied to Akz = g, we have

(6.23) ||z - MG(k, z0, g)\\k < Cw"1/4||z - zQ\\k

and

(6.24) ||z - MG(k, z0, g)||(L2(n))2 < Cm~1/4||z - z0||(L2(£i))2,

provided that m is large enough.

Proof. Let C* be a positive constant which dominates all of the constants in

(1.12), (3.16), (6.2), (6.19), (6.20), and (6.22). Assume that m satisfies

(6.25) (2C*/m1/4)p_1 <(2C*2)-1,

and let y = 2C*¡m '  . (Recall that p = 2 or 3 in the algorithm.) We shall

prove the following inequalities by induction:

(6.26) ll«-^G(*,V!)||k<y||*-«oll*

and

(6.27) ||z-MG(/c,z0,g)||(L2(£i))2 <y\\\z-z0\\\xk.

Note that (6.24) follows from (6.27) by Proposition 3.

For k = 1, (6.26) and (6.27) hold because MG(\, z0, g) = A~lg = z.

Assume that (6.26) and (6.27) hold for k < n - 1.
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Let e- = z - z;, 0 < / < m . Then em = Rn e0 . We have

(6.28) z - MG(n, zQ, g) = z - (zm + l"n_x%)

^-(Zm + Cl^ + Clto-V-

where q = P"~ em (cf. Lemma 9) satisfies An_xq = g and qp is the approx-

imation of q obtained by applying the (n - l)-level iteration p times. From

(1.12), the induction hypothesis, Lemma 8, and (6.24), it follows that

(6 29) \\inn-M-%)l < CVllqlU, = CYUC'eJU

< (OVll<eJ„ < £||e0||,,

Since z - (zm + /^_,q) is the final error of the two-grid algorithm, it follows

from (6.20) and the choice of y that

(6.30) Ri- (zm +I"„_1H)\\„ < C*m-1/4||e0||„ = §||e0||„.

Combining (6.28), (6.29), and (6.30), we see that (6.26) holds for k = n .

On the other hand, by (3.16), (6.19), and the induction hypothesis, we have

\\CM-%)\\(L2(a)f<C*yP\M\l,k-l = CY\\\P:-leJ\xk_x

(6.31) ^(OViKgii,^

<(C*)V|||e0|||,,<¿|||e0

It also follows from (6.22) and the choice of y that

(6.32) llz-^+C^II^^^C^-^llleolll.^^fllleolll,^.

Therefore, (6.27) holds for k = n by combining (6.28), (6.31), and (6.32).   D

Theorem 5 (Full multigrid convergence). // m is chosen so that the kth-level

iteration is a contraction for k = 1,2,... and the parameter r in the full

multigrid algorithm is chosen large enough, then

\K-W\(L\a)f + hk\K-KWk
(6.33) 2

< Chk(\v\(H2m2 + |/V($i))   fork>\,

where (u,p) is the solution of (1.1), u, is the exact solution of the discretized

problem (1.9), and ûk is the approximate solution of (1.9) obtained from the

full multigrid algorithm.

Proof. It suffices to prove that

,,.„, K-/í-iufc-ill(L2(n))2+A*K-/í-iuJt-ill*
(6.34) 2

< CAt(|n|(ff2(0))2 + |/V(n)).

Theorem 4 and a standard argument (cf. [14, Theorem 7.1, p. 162]) will then

prove (6.33).
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The discretization error estimate (1.10), the interpolation error estimate

(2.13), properties (1.12), (1.14), and (3.16) imply that

k k
K -7*-iufc-ill(LW + Mn* - h-^k-ih

£ H - n*«ll(¿w + hkH - UkUh)

+ din,« - iLv^iy^ + hk\\nk* - ikk_x(nk_xu)\\k)

+ (l|/t1(n,_1u-ufe_1)||(L2(n))2 + Ä,||/t1(n,_1u-ufc_1)||fe)

<  C/Î2(|U|(//2(£Î))2 + \p\Hl{Q))

+ c(||nfc_,u - ak_x ||(L2(£i))2 + hk\\nk_xa - uk_x\\k)

* CÄifc(lUU2(Q))2 + kV(£í))-     D
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